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BRANCHING PROCESSES IN SIMPLE RANDOM WALK MEYER DWASS
ABSTRACT.
Let N(a) be the number of overcrossings of height a in a simple random walk.
For p < XA, the process "(O), iV(l),... is a branching process which eventually becomes extinct. For A < p, N(0), /V(l),... is a stationary process which is a branching process with immigration.
1. Introduction. We show that a certain branching process and a branching process with immigration arise in simple random walk when p 4lA. By simple random walk we mean the sequence of random variables, SQ, S.,,.., SQ = 0, S =Xj+...+ X,72=l12,..., where the X.'s are independent and identically distributed;
1 with probability p, I-1 with probability 1 -p = q. 3. Proofs,, The proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 will proceed as follows.
Step 1 Step 2.
(a) *T<i.)J** PfA- iip/q)ipDkq = pk + 1, P<% pivii) = k, t <oo) . ;
(l-iP-q/p)kq = qk+\ lA<P-
Step 3. Proof. This last expression equals the right side of the assertion.
Step 5 (c) P(N(0) -k) =. ip/q)kH -p/q), k = 0, 1.
By
Step 6, the proof of the theorem is now complete. In other words, if the expected number of progeny is less than 1, the branching process becomes extinct with probability 1.
5. References. The elementary facts that are needed about random walk and about branching processes can be found in [l] .
